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With millions in the Boomer generation aging, single but still active, many are exploring non-
traditional living arrangements. Told with humor, affection and honesty, this book invites the
reader to explore the challenges, practicalities and joys of shifting from "my house" to "our
house." CNN and CBS Boston report that Boomer couples are divorcing at double the rate of
various other age groups, and also have much less attachment to traditional concepts of family.
MY HOME Our House may be the story of three trailblazing ladies who came together to create a
21st century cooperative home. Alternative living arrangements account for a large and
developing percentage of American households, and provide practical, economical solutions for
people seeking to live collectively for less and still maintain a top quality of life.
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Good but curious. Pleasant book that covered a lot of aspects of several women finding together
to form a household.Although it appeared to serve a whole lot of functions for them, there is one
thread that kept running right through the reserve that type of bothered me.They all thought this
arrangement had worked wonderfully for them. Simultaneously, with one exception, each of them
talked about how they were all planning on moving out of our home and going their individual
ways. Friendly, winning, and very smart Although a how-to guide to cooperative living, MY HOME,
Our House would be useful reading for anybody who shares liveable space. There is so very
much to consider at the same time when one really wants to ratchet down the problems.
However, the authors also make it clear that serendipity was part of their decision. These were
doing a get by tour of homes for sale, when one of these impulsively made a still left turn down a
particularly pretty street. There is even a menu from one of their Thanksgiving dinners. Not on
Kindle: Unbelievable. It is more than a set of do's and don'ts. The authors tell the story of the
house they bought and the house they made of it. There was a little "fsbo" sign. It stood before
their dream house. Book value having in your collection If you are thinking about sharing a house
with friends, this reserve is one that you will need to read. Publisher is really missing out; This
made me understand better why I enjoy living alone This made me understand better why I enjoy
living alone.The book is well-organized, well written, and readable. Helpful and informative It is a
fun read, and, at the same time, VERY helpful as far as records and legalities. In addition, it
helped me decide NOT to try this, as I am about a decade older. Still, I loved it. Really great if your
taking into consideration a "alternative living set up". Great information here. Five Stars great
read, loads of information, looking to multi-dweller possession in the very near future! Four Stars
Loved this book! Now we have the answers to our many how exactly to questions. Necessary
browse if you would like to do this! Plenty of practical, interesting details written in a fun
way.Authors are candid, and offer plenty of detail, worklists, and how to's if you are of a mindset
to live this way. Lots to learn A straightforward read -- both informative and entertaining. For
many years my greatest friend and I've frequently talked about how exactly we can combine our
property to get a comfortable life in our senior lives. fun and helpful It was fun to share the
experience of three ladies who thought we would co create an extremely comfortable and
workable living situation. Shows that it can be done A really excellent reserve that is a good
starting stage into a Co-op living venture.There is a lot practical information regarding questions
to ask, boundaries to create, and other nuts and bolts of earning this kind of living arrangement
work. It certainly assists you in being aware of issues that should be addressed before living
jointly. educated boomers will be the "Kindle Generation". Unbelievable. MY HOUSE THE HOUSE
GUIDE My House Our House is a wonderful reference guide for those of us contemplating how to
live a reasonably comfortable lifestyle in our later lives and not be alone. Four Stars Straight
forward with plenty of tips and techniques.
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